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ABSTRACT
One of the main issues in deploying the MANET scenario using simulation tools is how to adapt the
MANET protocol setting to network scenarios such as the suitable number of mobile devices (number of
nodes), network space area, data transmission rate, and the node mobility speed. This issue of adaption
represents an important focus of research because, thus far, MANET protocol only works with fixed
network settings, which may not be suitable in certain network scenarios. Premised on this critical
situation, the main objective of this research is to implement the simulation scenario for the Ad hoc network
using OLSR routing protocol. Once implemented, the energy usage and node keep alive of this Ad hoc
network were tested and analyzed.
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1.INTRODUCTION
There are two types of wireless networks, namely infrastructure and ad hoc networks. With
infrastructure networks, each node only communicates with the base station that provides
internodes routing and fixed network connectivity. For ad hoc networks, every node
communicates with other nodes directly or indirectly through intermediate nodes that relay its
packets due to the limitation of transmission power [1] . The ad hoc networks can be further
categorized into two types, namely static ad hoc networks and mobile ad hoc networks (or
famously known as MANET). As the name suggests, MANET [2,3] supports mobility among all
the nodes in the networks. Against this backdrop, this thesis emphasizes on the adaptability of
MANET with various network scenarios. MANET can be described as a group of mobile nodes
that communicate with each other without using any fixed network infrastructure or access point
to transmit data. Given this flexibility, this network can be easily deployed in rural areas,
battlefields or disaster recovery mission sites (e.g., floods, earthquakes and landslides areas)
[2].The first issue of the MANET is how to deploy this type of network in the real situation. The
Ad hoc network should be set up first before implementing the MANET network. After
completing the network setup of the Ad hoc network, the network was tested and the data were
collected to analyze the capability of the full network setup. Then, the study was continued to
examine the energy usage based on this network, particularly by examining the method to
enhance the energy usage in simulation scenario [4,5]. A matrix solution table was developed,
and the related data of energy usage and node keep alive were collected and analyzed.

2.OLSR SIMULATION SCENARIO
MANET can be deployed in a wide range of scenarios, with widely differing network
characteristics, such as network size, topology, node density, mobility and connectivity pattern,
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traffic pattern, and others. There is no single routing protocol that can perform optimally in all
these situations. In addition, these networks are often dynamic, and their characteristics can
evolve significantly over time. This section explores how the choice of protocol mechanisms and
protocol parameters impacts on the network performance for a range of MANET scenarios. The
discussion
begins
with
the
High_Mobility_Speed
Scenario,
followed
by
High_Data_Tranmission_Rate Scenario.

2.1. High_Mobility_Speed Scenario
High_Mobility_Speed Scenario refers to the scenario which was set up using high mobility speed
(22.2 meter/sec) while High_Data_Tranmission_Rate Scenario was set up using high data
transmission rate (45.0 packets per sec). Both scenarios consists of several cases which are
differentiated with different size of network space (i.e. 400X400 unit, 600X600 unit 800x800
unit, and 1000X1000 unit). The results were elaborated based on how the elements, for example,
the number of nodes, size of network space area, data transmission rate, and mobility speed
influenced the energy usage, and the number of nodes keeps alive. Our discussion continued with
the proposed matrix solution table. The proposed table was summarized based on simulation
results from general setting of the simulation shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters High_Mobility_Speed
Parameter

Value(s)

Number of nodes

10,20,30,40,50,60

Simulation area

Node speed (maximum)

400 x 400 unit,
600 x 600 unit,
800 x 800 unit,
1000 x 1000 unit
Random waypoint
(0s pause time)
22.2, 11.1, 1.0 m/s

Traffic type

Constant bit rate (CBR)

Traffic sending rate

45, 25, five packets per second

Packet Size

512 bytes

Transmission range

250 meters

802.11 MAC rate

11Mbps

Simulation time

150 seconds

Number of simulation runs

50

Number of nodes

10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60.

Mobility model

As mentioned earlier, the simulation for High_Mobility_Speed scenario has been set up with high
mobility speed which is movement speed for each mobile nodes is determined as 22.2 meter/sec.
All the simulation results for High_Mobility_Speed scenario is discussed in details in the
following table. Table 2 interprets the energy usage values obtained for all cases under
High_Mobility_Speed scenario. This table shows that the number of nodes that have a balance of
energy has increased when the network space area increased. These results also show that higher
data transmission rate will increase the energy used. This indicates that the number of dead nodes
will decrease for a bigger network space area.
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Table 2. The energy usage values obtained for the all cases under High_Mobility_Speed

Table 3 summarizes the number of nodes that keep alive for all cases under
High_Mobility_Speed scenario. The result shows that when the network space area increased, the
number of nodes keeps alive is also increased. Similarly, when the number of nodes increased,
the average number of live nodes will also be increased. The statement above has been illustrated
as shown in Figure 1.
Table 3. The value of the number of nodes those keep alive High_Mobility_Speed
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Figure 1. The total number of nodes keeps alive for high mobility speed with various data transmission rate
for different space area

2.2. High_Data_Transmission_Rate Scenario
The High_Data_Transmission_Rate scenario has been set up using a high data transmission rate
value of 45 packets/sec. In the following, we will discuss the simulation results for fixed setting
of data transmission rate with various setting of network space and node speed.
Table 4 illustrates the energy usage values obtained for all cases under
High_Data_Transmission_Rate scenario. It can be seen that the larger network space size will
results in increasing number of nodes that have a balance of energy left. This indicates that the
number of dead nodes will decrease with larger network space area.
Table 4. The energy usage values for all cases under High_Data_Transmission_Rate

Table 5 illustrates the entire values for the number of nodes that still keeps alive for all cases
under High_Data_Transmission_Rate scenario. From the table, it shows that when the number of
nodes increases, the average number of live nodes will also increase for 1000X1000 unit space
area for the entire different data transmission rate (high, medium and low) except for node 10 at
low data transmission. The results also show that when the network space area increases, the
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number of node alive also increases. Similarly, when we increased data transmission rate, the
number of nodes that alive will be increase except for the node 10 at space 400X400 and
600X600 unit, 50 node at 600X600 unit, and 60 node at 800X800 unit will decrease. The
statement above has been described as shown in Figure 2.
Table 5. The value for the nodes number those keep alive High_Data_Transmission_Rate

Figure 2. The total number of nodes keeps alive for high data transmission rate with various mobility
speeds for different space area

3. MATRIX SOLUTION TABLE
This section will discuss the proposed matrix solution table which is come out based on
summarization from the results from all cases of High_Mobility_Speed and
High_Data_Transmission_Rate scenario. These comprehensive tables will help to plan in more
efficient network management.
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Table 5. The Matrix Solution for High Speed of Mobility.

Table 5 shows the matrix solution for all element involved energy usage and number of nodes
keep alive for high, medium and low data transmission rate, for a number of nodes 10 to 60 at
400X400, 600X600, 800X800, and 1000X1000 unit space for high speed of mobility. For
example, to send using high mobility speed at the high data transmission rate (critical), we can
choose either 400X400 unit (for node 10), 600X600 unit (for node 10, 20, 30, and 50), 800X800
unit ( for all nodes except 30 node) and 1000X1000 unit (for all nodes).
Table 6. The Matrix Solution for High Data Transmission Rate

Table 6 illustrate the matrix solution for high data transmission rate involves the element of
energy usage and number of nodes keep alive for high, medium and low speed of the mobility,
for the number of nodes 10 to 60 at unit space of 400X400, 600X600, 800X800, and 1000X1000
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unit. This matrix solution that stated in Table 5 and Table 6 has proposed as a guideline in order
to select the suitable element for the scenario that they want to set up for their research.

4. CONCLUSION
Conclusively, the results of the reports and analysis on the OLSR simulation scenario shows that
the network elements or parameters such as number of nodes, the size of the network space, the
mobility speed and data transmission rate will effects energy usage of each node in the network
and the number of nodes keep alive. The end of this simulation scenario was proposed a new
energy matrix based on the energy usage and the optimum numbers of nodes keep alive in
networks with high mobility speed and high data transmission rate. This new energy matrix will
used to design a suitable mobile network for specific purpose which is the energy usage will
consider. This matrix solution table help researcher or decision maker to find the best value for
each element to manage their network more efficiently.
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